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HGE 2020 TOURS

MAY 20-29 - ROCK CHURCH ISRAEL TOUR 
OCT 25 - NOV 3 - ISRAEL 2020 - Lake City 

NOV 13-22 - WALKING THE BIBLE - Anthem
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NEWS BITES
Trump's impeachment inquiry and now Netanyahu's indictment. Two strong leaders 
being brought down for the same reason. This is bad news. Watch for a deep dive 
on the implications of this indictment 

Israel's March Elections Fall on Purim.  

Relations between Jordan and Israel are at an "all-time low" King Abdullah told the 
Washington Institute for Middle East Policy.   

Ilhan Omar was recruited by and received funding from Qatar a Florida court was 
told. She also passed sensitive information via intermediates to Iran reports Al-
Arabiya.  

Several thousand Israelis rallied on Tuesday in support of Benjamin Netanyahu as he 
faces the gravest threat to his political survival after corruption charges and two 
failed elections. Organizers pegged the number of participants at 15,000. Held 
under the banner “Stop the Coup”.



The indictment against Netanyahu is based on 
allegations that he accepted hundreds of 
thousands of dollars’ worth of champagne and 
cigars from billionaire friends (Case 1000), 
offered to trade favors with a newspaper 
publisher (Case 2000), and used his influence to 
help a wealthy telecom magnate in exchange for 
favorable coverage on a popular news site (Case 
4000).

Bibi indicted



China is one of the nations leading the charge on 
the development of drone swarm technology.  
Some reports indicate that China has successfully 
tested a swarm of one thousand drones. And 
China appears to be interested in swarm 
capability as a method of attacking US aircraft 
carriers.  
     Several test simulations by the US Navy have 
shown that drone swarms are consistently able to 
get past ship defenses that are geared towards 
shooting down single planes. This weakness 
means it makes sense to attack an enemy ship 
with a large number of cheap drones rather than 
one missile costing the same. Ironically, the best 
counter to drone swarm attacks being studied is a 
defensive drone swarm that can intercept the 
offensive ones. 

DRONE SWARMS



The fallout from Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's 
indictment was swift. Top legal officials will meet to 
decide burning questions such as: Can an indicted 
Netanyahu form a government? The PM is already 
expected to relinquish his agriculture, health, social 
affairs and diaspora affairs portfolios in the coming 
days, per Israeli media reports. 
  
In the first direct challenge to Netanyahu's leadership 
of the Likud, MK Gideon Saar formally called for a 
snap leadership primary. Saar insists he can form a 
unity government and avoid an unpopular third 
election. Blue and White reiterated that it won't 
partner with Likud as long it's led by Netanyahu. 
  
The latest polls indicate more than half the population 
thinks Netanyahu should step down.

BIBI  FALLOUT



Sa'ar's gambit to replace Netanyahu quickly 
falls flat 

His idea was simple and smart: Force snap 
primaries for the Likud leadership to ensure 
the party remains in power before the 
Knesset disperses. But the decision to hold 
the primaries after the Knesset disperses 
and before another general election makes 
Netanyahu the heavy favorite again. 

SA’AR BID FAILS



Butler University students fly the flag of the 
PFLP terror organization on their campus. 
PFLP is a recognized terrorist organization by 
the European Union, the United 
States, Canada and Israel. This terror 
organization also happens to be well- 
represented in Palestinian Authority civil 
society, with many NGO board members, 
officials and employees hailing from its ranks. 

Why are US college students waving the flag 
of a recognized terror organization? This is 
an extremely disturbing level of hatred and 
brainwashing going on on Western college 
campuses today. And it all starts with the ant-
Israel agenda BDS agenda. 

BUTLER UNIVERISTY



PFLP TERRORIST ACTIONS
Sep 4, 1968 – Tel Aviv, Israel
1 killed and 71 wounded by 3 bombs that exploded in city center.
Oct 1968 – Hijacking of El Al aircraft en route to Algeria.
Nov 22, 1968 – Jerusalem, Israel
12 killed and 52 injured by a car bomb in the Shuk
Feb 21, 1969 – Jerusalem, Israel
2 killed and 20 injured by a bomb detonated in a supermarket.
Oct 22, 1969 – Haifa, Israel
4 killed and 20 wounded by terrorist bombs in 5 apartments.
May 22, 1970 – Avivim, Israel
Terrorists attack school bus, killing 12 (9 of whom were 
children), and wounding 24.
May 8, 1972 – Lod airport, Israel
1 passenger was killed in a rescue operation by Israeli 
commandos on a hijacked Belgian airliner; 2 of the 4 Palestinian 
Black September terrorists were killed. The hostages were freed.
May 30, 1972 – Lod airport
26 killed and 78 wounded after PFLP and Japanese Red Army 
terrorists open fire in the passenger terminal. 
Apr 11, 1974 – Kiryat Shemona, Israel | 18 killed, 8 of whom 
were children, by PFLP terrorists who detonated their explosives 
during a failed rescue attempt by Israeli authorities.
May 15, 1974 – Maalot, Israel
27 killed, 21 of whom were children, and 78 wounded by PFLP 
terrorists in a school

Mar 5, 1975 – Tel Aviv, Israel
Terrorists take over the Savoy hotel; 4 people are killed.
Jul 4, 1975 – Jerusalem, Israel
14 killed and 80 injured in Zion Square bombing attack, in 
which the bomb was hidden in a refrigerator.
Jun 27, 1976 – Entebbe, Uganda
An Air France airliner was hijacked which diverted the flight 
to Entebbe airport. About 258 passengers and crew were held 
hostage. On July 4th, Israeli commandos flew to Uganda and 
rescued the remaining hostages. All terrorists were killed, as 
well as 3 passengers and operation leader Lieutenant-Colonel 
Yonatan Netanyahu.
Mar 11, 1978 – Glilot junction
36 killed, and over 100 injured, in a bus hijacking by a 
female-led Palestinian terrorist gang.
Apr 7, 1980 – Kibbutz Misgav-Am, Israel | Terrorists attack 
children’s house on the kibbutz, leaving 3 dead, one of whom 
was a child.
Nov 25, 1987 – Northern Border, Israel (near Kiryat 
Shemona) 2 Palestinian terrorists cross into Israel from 
Lebanon on hang gliders, killing 6 Israeli soldiers and 
wounding 8.
Aug 21, 1988 – Haifa
25 wounded in a grenade attack at the Haifa mall.
Jul 6, 1989 – Tel Aviv



The Muslim Waqf intends in about two weeks to 
open the Sidna Omar mosque, abandoned since the 
liberation of the Jewish Quarter in 1967. The Waqf, 
under Jordanian control, financed the renovation of 
the building, readied it for operation and even 
appointed an Imam.  So far there has been no public 
reference to the matter has been made by the police 
or by the Minister of Public Security in what appears 
to be a violation of the status quo between the 
Jewish and Muslim residents. The opening of the 
mosque is expected to significantly increase 
movement of residents from the eastern part of the 
city and Muslims in the streets of the Jewish 
neighborhood in the Old City. Residents of the 
Jewish Quarter were stunned by the move that was 
not coordinated with them and that landed on them 
by absolute surprise yesterday (Wednesday). 

JEWISH QUARTER



Jordan is in the final stages of renovating the 
Sidna Omar mosque in the heart of the 
Jewish Quarter in the Old City of Jerusalem. 
Residents of the Jewish Quarter report that 
prayers have already been held in the 
mosque in recent days, and expressed fear 
that Muslim prayers in the heart of the Jewish 
Quarter and in close proximity to the Hurva 
synagogue will increase religious tension in 
the Old City.  

(Have any synagogues been opened in 
Jordan or Saudi Arabia? When will the self-
destructive stupidity of 'political correctness' 
and appeasement of enemies end?)

CAN YOU IMAGINE



106 Democrat Congressmen including 12 
committee chairmen sent a letter to Secretary of 
State Mike Pompeo on Friday calling on him to 
rescind the U.S. policy stating that it is legal for 
Jews to live in Judea and Samaria. The initiative for 
the letter was led by  Andy Levin, a freshman 
Jewish congressman (D-Michigan),  The signatures 
represent almost half of the 233 Democrats in the 
House of Representatives. Included in the 
signatures were those of  Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez (NY), Rashida Tlaib (Mich), and Ilhan Omar  
(Minn).  

DEMS VS TRUMP



Knesset speaker hosting Likud, Blue and 
White talks in bid to end stalemate. 

Announcing last-ditch effort to solve 
coalition impasse, Yuli Edelstein urges 
Netanyahu and Gantz to show 
‘leadership not cowardice,’ warns 
deadlock could lead to economic 
collapse 

TIC TOC



SELAH … think about it

INVEST in WHAT MATTERS!



If you know anyone who would be interested in joining our KFIR Global Community, please send 
them to our website to get signed up.  We have had great growth this year but believe God wants 

to continue growing this Group that seeks to be devoted to the WORD, to PRAYER and to be 
like the sons of ISSACHAR, who understood the times and knew what Israel should do!


